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Teenage misfits Duncan and Madison discover they share two secrets in common: they both have

super powers, and neither is very good at staying out of trouble.
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"A pretty fantastic and engaging tale of teenagers getting powers way beyond their control and how

they react when things go horribly wrong." -io9 â€œI can't recommend We Can Never Go Home

enough... people will talk about it as the series that redefined independent and diverse

story-telling.â€•-Comicosityâ€œIt's incredibly realized, poignant, and powerful stuff.â€•-Bloody

Disgustingâ€œSurprisingly fresh.â€•-Newsarama"This is my favorite new read of the year. Somehow

it's both warm and chilling." -Mark Waidâ€œInstantly addicting and fun... has all the makings of a cult

hit.â€•-Nerdist

Riveting. Well-written, interesting, well-developed characters/ I look forward to the rest of the series.

Good premise, perfect tone and humor plus art that is new and clean. I was hooked from the

opening pages.

I'm really enjoying this series: quirky characters with a different POV, story arc that makes me want

to keep reading, sharp artwork that moves with the story and enhances character development. The

only quibble I have (and why I docked one star) is the piddly way the story is doled out. Very short

chapters, $3.99 each. By the time I get all of the book, it'll be a $60 investment. As much as I like it,



I don't see myself going for more than three or four; makes me sad.

great quality book, fast shipment!

Great art, great story, and check out the great punk rock playlist the book serves up for you. Don't

wanna give too much away for this book, so do yourself a favor and make your day.

IT'S GREAT

Basically, a girl with powers of strength and invulnerability and a boy with a gun go on the lam after

a half-purposeful, half-accidental homicide.As hard as this book is to find, I was expecting

something really deep. Maybe it would have been had the author kept the focus just on the teen

couple. But soon there is a government conspiracy, and there's a group of rebel mutants/science

experiments, and suddenly I'm thinking this is just a low-rent X-men book.I may pick up the second

volume when it comes out just to see where it goes from here, but I can hide my disappointment

with this volume given all the hype surrounding it.

Note: It's really more of a 3.5 rating but I can't give it that extra half starThe positive thing about this

book is that it's a really fun exploitation movie style comic before you get to the back matter

afterwards. It's got a Oliver Stone in the early 90s getting a chance at directing a Stranger Things

style series vibe where Stranger Things isn't a slow moving crawl. Basically, it's sloppy and things

just happen but it's fun and enjoyable. Is this a book where the popular girl in high school violently

fights off a bunch of trigger happy cops in nothing but a towel using super powers? Yep, it definitely

is and that's what makes all the essays and back matter in the book so weird.So after 5 issues of

non-stop goofiness about a weird, stalker poor kid getting involved in a Thelma and Louise situation

with the rich, hot girl from his high school and it involving X-files level shenanigans, the book ends

with a bunch of essays about gun violence and basically a discussion guide. It's like a random PSA

tucked in the back. It's as useless as Jerry Springer's final message moment at the end of the Jerry

Springer show and just as unintentionally humorous. It's focused mostly on gun violence. I'm not an

NRA member but they chose a weird story to explain why I need to fear gun violence since this

book is filled with every kind of violence you can think of both real and imaginary. The guns were

pretty ineffective and especially so in the face of the hot girl from high school and her super powers

and lightning eyes. Seriously, not many people die from guns here but a ton more die from the



super punches of a teenage girl and some government agents. The guns even fix a few situations

and set some characters free. Basically, it fails to demonize guns but makes me think twice about

hanging out with peeping toms or popular girls. I might get stuck in a Goonies meets Natural Born

Killers situation like what happens here meaning I really want to hang out potentially with both. None

of this PSA stuff works on any level and feels like a bad get out of jail free card. It's like Matthew

Rosenberg suddenly realized it's not all that feminist to have a girl in a towel fighting cops with super

powers while a boy ogles her despite the gun fire and thought he better put in something about gun

control cause then he'd be right thinking again for the critics and bloggers on twitter, tumblr, comics

alliance, etc. It's like he displayed some ID and freaked out.It's confusing too on the level that the

book ends on a semi-realistic note. It even has an extremely odd, flamboyant, and maybe trans-y

villain who hangs out with a bunch of other odd ducks. They never take the time to explain

everything in ways that would just bum you out. It's all out of the ordinary for a typical comic book or

for that matter TV show or movie where everything is explained to us little people or where the

sexual minority types are nothing but saints. Matthew Rosenberg can write well and clearly has

some good ideas. He really does have undeniable skill here and it's a shame that he goes running

off into pander land. I get wanting to be important socially but you gotta work for it. You can't just

jump steps with a poorly thought out discussion guide and an assurance some of the money from

this book went to gun control advocacy groups.The illustration team is excellent. I hadn't mentioned

them yet but they all are just great. They don't seem to have the whole late 80s and early 90s thing

down but they make their own weird little world where white kids in Trayvon Martin hoodies get

saved from government agents by the popular girl in school with super powers. The coloring is what

ultimately sells it. They got 2 colorists here and they work well together. Honestly, they make a

purchase of the book almost worth it.I've been down on the book but it's what I expected. Black

Mask Studios routinely produces interesting books that take these wild left turns that make me

completely rethink if the book is actually good or not. In this case, the book fails cause it doesn't

work at getting me to worry about gun violence. Heck, they even let me know that I should care

more as a bi-racial person in the back but no dice. It's not a bad book but it's not what they wanted it

to be and frankly it really talks down to you at the end. Because of all that, I gotta remove an extra

star. Looking forward to the obvious sequel and the trade of 4 Kids Walk Into a Bank.
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